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One of the things I learned from the first weekend was just what the circle process was 

and what it was like, and also how desperately I needed it. One of the things I learned recently 

was also about containment – and what I mean by that is that we all have edges; borders, 

boundaries, and things that divide us from other people – and it’s good to know exactly where 

those are. You can’t really know where you end and where other people begin until you can 

locate your edges/your boundaries. And I guess the thing I learned over the weekend and what 

I have learned in the process of making this journey is that even though we hear this notion of 

“boundaries” quite a lot in popular culture, we don’t really think of it in the same light that 

we’ve been discussing it in with the fellowship. I think when most people think or talk about 

boundaries they’re thinking about things we will not allow people to transgress or walk over; 

things we will not allow others to do to us. 

But when I think about edges, when I think about the boundaries of my own self, my 

own body, and my own energy, I think about the possibility that I am a whole being, that I have 

fullness inside of myself, and that I have particular gifts that are controlled within me. I think 

about the fact that I am safely contained within spheres – I am contained within my physical 

body and I can be safely contained within spaces emotionally and spiritually. I learned that it is 



possible to create/convene spaces in which people can contain one another – where they can 

make space/room for one another’s spiritual/emotional fullness. We can make space for one 

another and we can make space/accommodation for one another’s physical comfort as well. I 

think about the time when we all began out by the fire on Saturday morning, and as the day 

progressed and the sun rose in the sky, people began to feel uncomfortable in the light and the 

heat. Someone asked (perhaps with some trepidation) if we could go inside. I think 

unanimously we pretty much said “well yeah of course!” I would be the first to admit that my 

history and my upbringing has not facilitated my comfort in being a physical being. I’m not 

really at home in my body and this is something into which I’m foraying in my work in therapy 

and in personal training at the gym. So to have a space in which this aspect of well-being as well 

as the mental/emotional/spiritual aspects are held is really new and refreshing.  

I think another thing I learned is a little more about my own capacities and how I can 

work on people. I say “work on” intentionally, a little bit to coincide with Cherokee 

understandings of medicine, but also to mitigate any tone another word might have. I guess if I 

were to say “influence,” or “lead,” there is a transitivity there that I don’t really want to imply. I 

think I just mean that there is a way in which I am able to be in space with people wherein our 

energies or our ways of being work on one another and we each take something from that 

circle while leaving something else behind. I think that’s another thing I’m learning – the deeper 

inner workings of what it means to be in circle practice with people and how the lessons my 

mom taught me growing up can be explored even more deeply with new intentionality. I was 

always taught that we all have our gifts and that when we bring them out into the world we 

should seek to serve the greater good with them. But it is in doing this work in circle practice 



that I feel like I understand more what that actually means. I think my own way of showing up 

in the world is beneficial for other people, and their ways have been beneficial to me. I was able 

to meet and have authentic experiences with other people in the fellowship, share intimacies 

our day-to-day society generally precludes, and walk out without having been harmed. And I 

find that really healing, simply because we don’t get to see it always.  

I think our work relates to my leadership journey in that we are modeling what it means 

to bring people into communion and into relationship. That’s what Cherokee leadership has 

always been, and we don’t really get to see it modeled in this day and time a whole lot. We 

were able to practice building consensus and work on sitting in dialogue with others while 

being fully present. That’s another thing I learned – how incredibly difficult it is to continue 

being fully present. Listening to others’ stories is hard; especially at a stretch. It’s not hard 

necessarily for the content, but really just the sheer duration. I told folks that typical indigenous 

educational practices would have you sitting and listening to stories for easily five hours at a 

stretch, and that’s true – but this wasn’t the same kind of experience as hearing an elder’s way 

of storytelling. This was predominantly people who have not had an audience before; people 

who cannot know what it’s like to have the floor out of consensus rather than by direct 

mandate and for whom just the ability to speak uninterrupted is a breath of fresh air. These 

were people who had a lot to share and who were hungry (like I was) for this experience. It was 

gratifying to be able to listen to them and to hold their experiences – but it was tough. I learned 

that I also fidget and start to nod off while listening sometimes. My legs and my butt get sore 

from sitting. I learned that circle practice can be tough. It’s worthwhile, but it’s tough. 



 I think one other thing was that it was hard for me to accept kindness and generosity. 

When I volunteered to fast and prepare the fire for the morning’s ceremony, I wasn’t 

anticipating people would join in. I never anticipated that anyone would want to do that, or 

would volunteer – let alone complain about the fact that they missed the opportunity! To me 

that fast was something I did out of duty or obligation, because that’s the proper way things are 

done in our way of knowing the world. We are hoping to achieve the state in which we can 

receive what needs to be given to us, with nothing getting in the way of that. I wasn’t aware 

anyone would want to share that burden.  

Another thing I learned was that the creator will send you signals. If there’s ever 

something you need to know, the creator is not above hitting you with the divine clue-by-four 

and letting you know in the most overt ways possible. When bright green insects fly directly 

over the fire and perch next to you for the duration of your story; when processing the energy 

of the group’s words and delivering it to the creator ends up giving you a big ole headache...you 

kinda know something’s up. I’ve seen this kind of thing before, and I know that there’s always 

also some kind of scientific explanation for it all, but I don’t think that precludes its being a 

divine signal. I think it’s all in the interpretation and in the relationship that you choose to have 

with the world and with yourself.   
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